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HKU
HKU at a Glance

- Established in 1911
- The oldest tertiary education institution in Hong Kong
- HKU has been identified as a high ranking international university
- Over 20,000 students in 10 faculties (Architecture, Arts, Business & Economics, Dentistry, Education, Engineering, Law, Medicine, Science, and Social Sciences).
- 55% undergraduates
- 4,500 ‘non-local’ students and 1,400 from countries outside Asia
HKU at a Glance

* 6,500 full-time staff (1000 teachers; 2000 academic-related staff; 3500 non-academic staff such as technical staff supporting the research and teaching functions).
* Over 6000 visiting scholars and part-time staff with written contracts are employed annually.
* HKU has developed from a teaching to a research-oriented university.
* ‘Research-centered’ focus is, for example, one of the main considerations in adopting a specific type of ICT system by the administration and management of the university.
Background ICT and H.E.

- ICT-mediated administration and management in “areas such as student admission and records, examination results and transcripts, finance database, human resources database and management information” (UNESCO, 2009).

- Numerous studies of technology implementation in organizations in the 1950s were followed by a number of policies on ICT in education in many countries (Pelgrum et al., 1999).

- 1970s ICT-mediated Adm. & Manag. in higher education institutions
ERP general issues

* Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
* Integration of data and processes of an organization into one single system.
* ERP systems consist of several components including hardware and software
* Most ERP systems use a unified database to store data for various functions found throughout the organization
HKU Case

- Migration from “In-house Built” to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
- (Illustration)
- Statement of Case Study here
Four Foci Analysis

* Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use:
  * Student Information
  * Human Resource Information Systems
* Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges
* Change management and sustainability
* Reflections and recommendations
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* Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use:
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use: Student Information

* 1998-99, the University has introduced an online student information system (SIS) named Student Connect
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use: Human Resource Information Systems

- Current Human Resources
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* Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use:
  * Student Information
  * Human Resource Information Systems

* **Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges**
* Change management and sustainability
* Reflections and recommendations
Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges: *Needs Assessment*

- Student Information System (SIS) for the 4-year undergraduate curriculum.
- Mid-2007 Project Team formed (Registry & Computer Centre)
- 2007-2008 project tendering and evaluation process:
  - Study of goals and options enterprise resource planning (ERP)
  - Visits to several universities in the USA
  - Presentations of various ERP products from the USA (PeopleSoft and Banner) and from Germany (SAP).
  - Request for Information (RFI) was issued and responses from vendors were studied by the HKU project steering group, and an official tender document was prepared (April 2008)
  - After evaluation and deliberation, the university chose PeopleSoft which is considered more appropriate for research-led universities
Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges: *Project Management and Impact*

- Steering Group (senior administrators from Computer Center and Registry Academic Services Section)
- Steering Group supervised by University senior management Task Force
- External consultant to evaluate the available products
- External consultant (via tendering) to perform ‘health-checks’ on the project
- Contract: (1) “Scoping” what the university wants and the vendor will do (2) vendor call for price in two parts—general cost and cost of additional mandate
- Ensuring project progress
- Budget control (esp. controlling mandate)
- Transparency
- Manpower cost
- Expectation management
- Engaging end-users
Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges: *Challenges*

- Challenges in implementation
  - “The only thing I can say is that we are nervous. Oracle people said that they neither have such a scale of work in such a short period of time. Their work with Australian universities was difficult in terms of larger population of students. But in our case, the time given to Oracle is very short [and] our system can be as complicate too.” (A senior administrator’s remark)

- ERP system Cost (cost effectiveness verified in years)
- Re-skilling existing staff
- Significant changes to work practices (a sense of ownership)
- Administrative practices and academic practices. Current systems and Marks Entry System (MES) is not totally in line with HKU.
- Tension between standardization and customization
- Learning Management System (LMS). Yes: interface to Blackboard or WebCT. No further customization
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- Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use:
  - Student Information
  - Human Resource Information Systems
- Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges
- Change management and sustainability
- Reflections and recommendations
Discussion: Change management & sustainability
Change Process

* Technology >> skills >> modus operandi >> organizational learning and change
* Argyris and Schön (1978):
  * From surface level practices (‘single-loop learning’) to assumptions and values that underpin the organizational practices (‘double-loop learning’)
* HKU new ERP system Case: An ‘abrupt’ organizational learning
* Staff more affected than students
Discussion: Change management & sustainability

**Change Management**

- Struggle for survival in the context of globalization.
- Technology determines *time* and *space* of globalization (Hopkins, 2002).
- Hong Kong SAR has long been in the center of globalization.
- “Organizations do learn and adapt and that this enhances the organization’s ability to survive” (Fiol & Lyles, 1985, p. 808).
- HKU has been constantly adjusting and evolving.
- Internationalization of student population.
- Research-oriented mission and vision.
- (All instruction-oriented Hong Kong universities use Banner; all research-oriented universities, Oracle.)
Discussion: Change management & sustainability

**Innovation Adoption**

- 4 types of organizational change enabled by ICT (Laudon and Laudon 1998): automation, rationalization, reengineering and paradigm shift.
- Type of technologies adopted by institutions, (Christensen 1997) calls ‘sustaining technologies’ (customers-proven sustainable improvement) as against ‘disruptive technologies’ (driven solely by satisfying customers’ current needs)
- HKU Case: A blending of a top-down decision making with bottom-up implementation.
Discussion: Change management & sustainability

*Sustainability*

*A top-down model without any ‘public consultation’ but with transparency and rationality*

*Collegial and collaborative work of HKU staffs and experts from the vendor’s company has been monitored by external consulting company during both pre-tendering and implementation period dispelled all possible wrongs usually linked to any top-down decision making processes.*

*The ongoing implementation phase is increasingly a bottom-up approach in terms of gathering end-users’ experience backed by a projected testing period in which all the existing faculties will have a say and with their hands on.*

*Crucial challenge for sustainability: the end-users’ high expectation (HKU end-users are ‘spoiled’ with in-house-built ICT system)*

*Sustainable change is possible given the right combination of vision, compromise, and commitment (Leskes et al. 2003)*

*All the cases of HKU clearly demonstrated (1) vision and mission (2) commitment and enthusiasm, and (3) external resource and support*
ICT-mediated administration and management at HKU

- Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) project on two areas of ICT use:
  - Student Information
  - Human Resource Information Systems
- Institutional strategies, impacts and challenges
- Change management and sustainability
- **Reflections and recommendations**
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 1:

ERP system implementation projects are complex and expensive, thus resource commitment and availability of budget, time, and expertise are crucial.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 2:

The institution should retain ownership of the implementation process if the development of the ERP project is outsourced. The ERP project implementation responsibilities should be shared by the internal information technology unit and functional administrative units where the system is being implemented, and an *ad hoc* project management team as well as a full-time project manager should be ensured.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 3:

An ERP project needs to be planned up front to reduce the risk of sizable unplanned efforts and costs. Professional external consultants can minimize such contingencies.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 4:

Identify where your institution is, where it wants to go and how it’s going to get there. This includes understanding your institution’s strengths, weaknesses and core competencies, as well as the areas you want to improve. When a new institution is just starting out and firm processes do not yet exist, it would be more appropriate to begin with an ERP system as a way to structured operational processes. However, it would be a challenge for a comparatively well-established institution to adopt an ERP system.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 5:

Identify a clear rationale for adopting an ERP solution and when it should be implemented. For example, research-focused and teaching-focused universities would consider different ERP solution and their approach to centralizing and decentralizing aspects of the ERP system maintenance and application services can vary substantially.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 6:

As an ERP system is meant to facilitate the work of leadership and foster appropriate governance, ERP projects should be endorsed by the senior management of the institution, which should remain actively involved throughout the project implementation.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 7:

The institution should enforce an adequate policy on customization and have a comprehensive and effective staff development program. Employees of different departments should receive training on how to work as a team on the project implementation. Ensuring a culture of change and change management is crucial to any ERP system implementation project.
Reflections and recommendations

Recommendation 8:

The institution should establish key performance indicators in order to perform post-implementation measurements to ensure sustainability of the ERP system implementation.
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